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1. Gerund

2. Adjective

3. Possessive Pronoun

4. Conjunction

5. Noun - Plural

6. Preposition

7. Conjunction

8. Adverb

9. Verb - Base Form

10. Interjection
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Pain is a terrible thing. Whether it comes from a paper cut, having your feelings hurt, or being taken away from

your home, it's truly dreadful. Elli has endured a lot of Gerund throughout her 13th year as a Jewish girl.

Her Adjective Schwinn was taken away from her before she even had a chance to ride it. She and

Possessive Pronoun family were robbed of their home and sent to a cramped, crowded, and awful ghetto that

was filled with people like a pitcher of water filled to the brim wanting to escape. Their precious belongings

were unfairly seized by ravenous Hungarian soldiers, Conjunction every one of those belongings of

Noun - Plural or pictures each have their own magical story behind them. They're memories that shouldn't

be stolen from people's hearts and should live Preposition forever, Conjunction Adverb

they cannot because if there is nothing there to hold onto the memories, they can be lost forever. No one wants a

piece of their past taken away from them. Even worse is a family member taken away from you. Hundreds of

Jewish families were forced to let their fathers/husbands go. They would work throughout dawn and dusk with

little nourishment or happiness in their lives, and because her mother didn't care to wake her up, Elli didn't even

have the chance to Verb - Base Form goodbye to her father for what I suspect the last time she would see

him. I could never imagine the pain in Elli's heart. Interjection ! She even said no one would know what it

felt like unless they were actually there.
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